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GENERATION 2

URETHANE

INSTALLATION    INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See special instructions for paint Prep. ) Parts that have been 

installed, prepped, or painted are not returnable.

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1           Roll Pan 1     Instruction Sheet 5  Washer Head Screws # 71834
1 Uerathane Paint Sheet 1   Street Scene Decal 4 FT.   1/2" Wide Two Sided Tape
1     Spare Tire Plug

TOOL LIST
                      Drill Motor, Phillips Screwdriver, Safety Glasses, 5/32" Drill Bit, Masking Tape

1.   Remove bumper if so equipped.

2.   Remove tailgate by lifting the spring tabs on the cable and removing the limit cables from the bed while
      holding the taligate. Close the tailgate about 1/3 of the way and pull the right side out and while holding the
      tailgate surcurely pull it out and away from the left side of bed.

3.   Clean the back side right and left corners of rollpan that wraps around with alchol and apply the two sided
      tape to the body contact area.

4.   If you are not installing our hidden hitch drill out the hole marked on the licence area on the back side of
      rollpan. Cut a clean hole so that the cover plug will fit securly. This will provide access to remove the spare
      tire. If installing the 950-60715 hidden hitch follow hitch instructions.

5.   Set the rollpan to the back of bed. Tape into position with masking tape. Drill a hole in the center of rollpan
      flange and into bed. Attach with one of the provided screws. Drill a hole one inch from each end and 
      centered between. Fasten rollpan securely with remaining screws. Pell off the vinyl backing on the two 
      sided tape and secure the roll pan to the bed corners.

6.   Re-install the tailgate.
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